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Reading free The wheels on the bus sing along with
me (2023)
includes a free downloadable song cover sing and slide through story time with the wheels on the bus sing along
with the catchy classic in this adorably illustrated interactive board book with push button sound little ones will
love sliding and pulling the tabs and spinning the wheel as they sing along and travel with the animals on the bus
with a sound chip and hands on elements this fun book is sure to be a story time staple the wheels on the bus
combines lively pictures with a classic rhyme that s easy for parents and carers to recognise and recite young
children will adore singing along as the big bright bus trundles along the spotting game at the end is a great
incentive to go through the pages once again until each tiny thing is found nursery rhymes are important stepping
stones to language development the rhymes usually tell a story too with a beginning a middle and an end this
teaches children that events happen in sequence and they begin to follow along nursery rhymes are also full of
repetition making them easy to remember and often become some of a child s first sentences also available hey
diddle diddle twinkle twinkle little star old macdonald had a farm watch the wheels on the bus go round and round
and sing along press the button and sing along to the song the wheels on the bus here s a sing n move book you
and your child will love six baby genius characters join together in this lively interactive book to show kids how to
move when they sing this popular children s song all six baby genius characters show children how to move to the
popular song the wheels on the bus go round and round when they sing the wipers on the bus go swish swish
swish children can move their hands from side to side like windshield wipers each character cleverly illustrates
how to move hands and arms to simulate the actions throughout the book what makes this book so much fun is
that the children will be singing learning and moving with their favorite baby genius characters this bus is full of
sing along fun read and sing along with a happy crowd of animal passengers all through the town presents an
illustrated version of the classic children s song on board pages the wheels on the bus go round and round page 4
of cover every child s favorite sing along song comes alive in this action packed musical book with wheels for
turning flaps for lifting and tabs for pulling make the wheels turn and the doors open make the people go in and
out and bumpety bump make the wipers swish make the babies cry and the parents shush and then go round and
round all over again just press the wheel on the cover to hear this much loved song and sing along a comically
crowded bus carries a funny feathered cast of characters in a familiar sing along with a funny farmyard twist in
this brand new version of the classic children s song full color an exciting sing along board book features a fun
filled rhythmic text and charming full color illustrations for toddlers every child s favorite sing along song comes
alive in this action packed musical book with wheels for turning flaps for lifting and tabs for pulling make the
wheels turn and the doors open make the people go in and out and bumpety bump make the wipers swish make
the babies cry and the parents shush and then go round and round all over again just press the wheel on the cover
to hear this much loved song and sing along sing and dance along to a preschool favorite song with this chunky
bus shaped board book with an embedded plush bear finger puppet hop on the bright yellow bus and sing and
dance along to your little one s favorite song the bus drives all through the town to pick up new friends a soft
plush bear finger puppet pokes through to become a character on every spread moving and dancing to the song
allowing a uniquely interactive reading experience between you and your child perfect for transportation lovers
back to school and a sing along for any time of day this board book is the just right tactile choice for children with
sweet pastel illustrations a wide range of adorable animals and a soft finger puppet this chunky and durable board
book will have readers of all ages playing and singing along interactive sound book sing along to the tune while
you turn the pages and enjoy the adventure of bus and his friends a great interactive book for younger readers of
all ages little ones will love to sing along to a classic nursery rhyme in these 1 button song books colorful engaging
artwork sets the scene for each fun verse press the button to hear the melody and use the printed lyrics to help
you sing along adorable characters and fun music bring the nursery rhyme to life an interactive board book that
lends a new twist to wheels on the bus the feelings on the bus go round and round all round the town take a turn
on this busy city bus to discover what everyone is feeling spin the wheel to match the feeling to the scene then
sing along with the familiar song in this creative introduction to emotions a fun updated take on the classic
children s song this novelty board book shaped like a stylishly modern bus will have kids acting and singing along
and reflecting on their own varied emotions a cute and clever intro to emotions for babies and toddlers classic
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sing a long for parents and children unique shape and interactive features help engage young readers a classic
read aloud sing along book for young fans of such books as my fun school bus tonka fire trucks and the little
school bus this charming sing able read able board book helps children identify emotions a key early childhood
developmental milestone read aloud books for ages 0 3 school bus books bus shaped book press the button and
follow the lyrics on the page to sing along to these classic nursery rhymes with the wiggles join the wiggles as
they sing along to these classic nursery rhymes old macdonald had a farm and the wheels on the bus press the
sound module to hear the wiggles sing sing the song and lift the flaps sing along to a classic favorite with peek
and play rhymes the wheels on the bus hop on the bus as the wipers swish the wheels go round and the horn goes
beep and lift the flaps for even more interactivity with bright colorful illustrations and things to spot children will
love this new twist to the classic song little ones will have plenty of fun singing along to this classic nursery rhyme
complete with sound module critically acclaimed photographer david ellwand has created a sweet whimsical world
starring antique toys including a lovable teddy bear and his farmyard friends join the teddies on the way to teddy
town in this fun board book with sound which plays the wheels on the bus tune have a sing along with your
favourite friends from play school the perfect addition to every child s library this delightful picture book features
ten popular children s songs such as the wheels on the bus and old macdonald had a farm with bright colourful
pictures of all your favourite play school toys this fun collection will have your child happily singing along ages 0 3
the traditional song about a bus trip through town presents an illustrated version of the traditional song the
wheels on the bus go round and round all day long children will love to join in with all the characters on the bus
and read along with the well known song featured in this fantastic new book youngsters can sing along with an
audiotape as they read the wheels on the bus the eensy weensy spider or i know an old lady who swallowed a fly
all are neatly packaged in a carry along case full color pkg sing along to wheels on the bus as you read this
storybook sing along with this great collection of well loved songs and nursery rhymes perfect for use at home or
in the classroom characterful colour illustrations bring the songs to life and inspire discussion of the stories they
tell the songs are specially selected to include children s favourites with a mixture of action songs counting songs
classic nursery rhymes and optional rounds tunes are familiar enough that you can simply pick up the book and
get singing or melody lines are also included at the back of the book to refresh your memory the wheels on the bus
go round and round this sturdy singalong rhyme book from ladybird is perfect for sharing with young children
there s a different verse from the clasic rhyme the wheels on the bus to sing along to on each page plus fun peek
through holes that give a clue as to the next bus passengers bright detailed illustrations are great for talking
about and there s even a little ladybird to find on every page board the bus and take a trip with the loveable let s
start gang to find out what happens on their journey children will love singing along with the catchy rhythms of
the wheels on the bus and the added interactive features on every page this entertaining book is an eclectic pop
up lift the flap noisy sing along musical book with lots of lift the flap hidden surprises and pop ups on each page
there s so much to keep little ones amused while reading and singing along to the words on each spread kids can
make the wheels on the bus move the wipers swish swish swish the bus driver wave and honk the horn when it s
time to turn the page or when you re just having fun this irresistible picture book by the popular author of the
colors of us counting kisses and where is baby s belly button will steal your heart the babies on the bus sing la la
la la la la la la la jump on the bus with karen katz s adorable babies as they take a classic song for an all new ride
young children will love ladybird s wheels on the bus action rhymes they are bright colourful and lots of fun enjoy
reading the rhymes together and touching the different textures then encourage you child to do the actions by
following the pictures
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The Wheels on the Bus 2016 includes a free downloadable song cover
The Wheels on the Bus 2021 sing and slide through story time with the wheels on the bus sing along with the
catchy classic in this adorably illustrated interactive board book with push button sound little ones will love sliding
and pulling the tabs and spinning the wheel as they sing along and travel with the animals on the bus with a sound
chip and hands on elements this fun book is sure to be a story time staple
The Wheels on the Bus 2016 the wheels on the bus combines lively pictures with a classic rhyme that s easy for
parents and carers to recognise and recite young children will adore singing along as the big bright bus trundles
along the spotting game at the end is a great incentive to go through the pages once again until each tiny thing is
found nursery rhymes are important stepping stones to language development the rhymes usually tell a story too
with a beginning a middle and an end this teaches children that events happen in sequence and they begin to
follow along nursery rhymes are also full of repetition making them easy to remember and often become some of a
child s first sentences also available hey diddle diddle twinkle twinkle little star old macdonald had a farm
Sing and Slide: The Wheels on the Bus 2017-11-28 watch the wheels on the bus go round and round and sing
along
The Wheels on the Bus 2017-05-04 press the button and sing along to the song the wheels on the bus
Little Baby Bum the Wheels on the Bus 2016-09-20 here s a sing n move book you and your child will love six baby
genius characters join together in this lively interactive book to show kids how to move when they sing this
popular children s song all six baby genius characters show children how to move to the popular song the wheels
on the bus go round and round when they sing the wipers on the bus go swish swish swish children can move their
hands from side to side like windshield wipers each character cleverly illustrates how to move hands and arms to
simulate the actions throughout the book what makes this book so much fun is that the children will be singing
learning and moving with their favorite baby genius characters
The Wheels on the Bus 2022-03 this bus is full of sing along fun read and sing along with a happy crowd of animal
passengers all through the town
Cocomelon Sing and Dance: Wheels on the Bus Board Book 2021-09-30 presents an illustrated version of the
classic children s song on board pages
Little Baby Bum: The Wheels on the Bus 2017-04-11 the wheels on the bus go round and round page 4 of cover
The Wheels on the Bus 2014-07-01 every child s favorite sing along song comes alive in this action packed
musical book with wheels for turning flaps for lifting and tabs for pulling make the wheels turn and the doors open
make the people go in and out and bumpety bump make the wipers swish make the babies cry and the parents
shush and then go round and round all over again just press the wheel on the cover to hear this much loved song
and sing along
The Wheels on the Bus 2021-02-26 a comically crowded bus carries a funny feathered cast of characters in a
familiar sing along with a funny farmyard twist in this brand new version of the classic children s song full color
Sing Along Fun 2012-01-02 an exciting sing along board book features a fun filled rhythmic text and charming full
color illustrations for toddlers
Wheels on the Bus 2019 every child s favorite sing along song comes alive in this action packed musical book
with wheels for turning flaps for lifting and tabs for pulling make the wheels turn and the doors open make the
people go in and out and bumpety bump make the wipers swish make the babies cry and the parents shush and
then go round and round all over again just press the wheel on the cover to hear this much loved song and sing
along
The Wheels on the Bus 2015-09-01 sing and dance along to a preschool favorite song with this chunky bus
shaped board book with an embedded plush bear finger puppet hop on the bright yellow bus and sing and dance
along to your little one s favorite song the bus drives all through the town to pick up new friends a soft plush bear
finger puppet pokes through to become a character on every spread moving and dancing to the song allowing a
uniquely interactive reading experience between you and your child perfect for transportation lovers back to
school and a sing along for any time of day this board book is the just right tactile choice for children with sweet
pastel illustrations a wide range of adorable animals and a soft finger puppet this chunky and durable board book
will have readers of all ages playing and singing along
The Wheels on the Bus 1999 interactive sound book sing along to the tune while you turn the pages and enjoy
the adventure of bus and his friends a great interactive book for younger readers of all ages
The Wheels on the Bus 2011 little ones will love to sing along to a classic nursery rhyme in these 1 button song
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books colorful engaging artwork sets the scene for each fun verse press the button to hear the melody and use the
printed lyrics to help you sing along adorable characters and fun music bring the nursery rhyme to life
The Boy on the Bus 2007 an interactive board book that lends a new twist to wheels on the bus the feelings on
the bus go round and round all round the town take a turn on this busy city bus to discover what everyone is
feeling spin the wheel to match the feeling to the scene then sing along with the familiar song in this creative
introduction to emotions a fun updated take on the classic children s song this novelty board book shaped like a
stylishly modern bus will have kids acting and singing along and reflecting on their own varied emotions a cute
and clever intro to emotions for babies and toddlers classic sing a long for parents and children unique shape and
interactive features help engage young readers a classic read aloud sing along book for young fans of such books
as my fun school bus tonka fire trucks and the little school bus this charming sing able read able board book helps
children identify emotions a key early childhood developmental milestone read aloud books for ages 0 3 school bus
books bus shaped book
Wheels on the Bus 1998-01 press the button and follow the lyrics on the page to sing along to these classic
nursery rhymes with the wiggles join the wiggles as they sing along to these classic nursery rhymes old
macdonald had a farm and the wheels on the bus press the sound module to hear the wiggles sing
The Wheels on the Bus 1999 sing the song and lift the flaps sing along to a classic favorite with peek and play
rhymes the wheels on the bus hop on the bus as the wipers swish the wheels go round and the horn goes beep and
lift the flaps for even more interactivity with bright colorful illustrations and things to spot children will love this
new twist to the classic song
The Wheels on the Bus 2022-06-28 little ones will have plenty of fun singing along to this classic nursery rhyme
complete with sound module critically acclaimed photographer david ellwand has created a sweet whimsical world
starring antique toys including a lovable teddy bear and his farmyard friends join the teddies on the way to teddy
town in this fun board book with sound which plays the wheels on the bus tune
The Wheels on the Bus 2009-08-01 have a sing along with your favourite friends from play school the perfect
addition to every child s library this delightful picture book features ten popular children s songs such as the
wheels on the bus and old macdonald had a farm with bright colourful pictures of all your favourite play school
toys this fun collection will have your child happily singing along ages 0 3
The Wheels on the Bus (Sing-Along Tune) 2024-05-21 the traditional song about a bus trip through town
The Kids on the Bus 2020-03-17 presents an illustrated version of the traditional song
The Wiggles Nursery Rhyme Sound Book: the Wheels Onthe Bus 2018-02 the wheels on the bus go round and
round all day long children will love to join in with all the characters on the bus and read along with the well
known song featured in this fantastic new book
Peek and Play Rhymes: The Wheels on the Bus 2018-08-07 youngsters can sing along with an audiotape as
they read the wheels on the bus the eensy weensy spider or i know an old lady who swallowed a fly all are neatly
packaged in a carry along case full color pkg
Teddy Bear Sing-Along Book: the Wheels on the Bus 2018-04 sing along to wheels on the bus as you read
this storybook
Wheels on the Bus and Other Songs 2013-12-01 sing along with this great collection of well loved songs and
nursery rhymes perfect for use at home or in the classroom characterful colour illustrations bring the songs to life
and inspire discussion of the stories they tell the songs are specially selected to include children s favourites with
a mixture of action songs counting songs classic nursery rhymes and optional rounds tunes are familiar enough
that you can simply pick up the book and get singing or melody lines are also included at the back of the book to
refresh your memory
Wheels on the Bus 2007 the wheels on the bus go round and round this sturdy singalong rhyme book from
ladybird is perfect for sharing with young children there s a different verse from the clasic rhyme the wheels on
the bus to sing along to on each page plus fun peek through holes that give a clue as to the next bus passengers
bright detailed illustrations are great for talking about and there s even a little ladybird to find on every page
Lets Sing the Wheels on the Bus 2024-07 board the bus and take a trip with the loveable let s start gang to find
out what happens on their journey children will love singing along with the catchy rhythms of the wheels on the
bus and the added interactive features on every page this entertaining book is an eclectic pop up lift the flap noisy
sing along musical book with lots of lift the flap hidden surprises and pop ups on each page there s so much to
keep little ones amused while reading and singing along to the words on each spread kids can make the wheels on
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the bus move the wipers swish swish swish the bus driver wave and honk the horn when it s time to turn the page
or when you re just having fun
The Wheels on the Bus 2018-07-15 this irresistible picture book by the popular author of the colors of us counting
kisses and where is baby s belly button will steal your heart the babies on the bus sing la la la la la la la la la jump
on the bus with karen katz s adorable babies as they take a classic song for an all new ride
The Wheels on the Bus 2023-08-01 young children will love ladybird s wheels on the bus action rhymes they are
bright colourful and lots of fun enjoy reading the rhymes together and touching the different textures then
encourage you child to do the actions by following the pictures
Sing-Along Stories 2 2003-11-01
The Wheels on the Bus 2021-07-06
The Wheels on the Bus 2007
The Wheels on the Bus (Big Book) 2017-09
The Wheels on the Bus 2012
Let's Start! Classic Songs 2004
Ready Set Sing! Transportation: The Wheels on the Bus / Down by the Station 2017-09-14
The Babies on the Bus 2011-07-19
The Wheels on the Bus 2000
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